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The (left) tinitistic global dimension of a ring R is the supremum of the 
projective dimensions of the left R-modules of finite projective dimension. 
There are actually two such dimensions, and they are defined as follows (as 
in [Ball): 
lFPD( R) = sup { pd( M) : A4 a left R-module, pd( M) < co > 
If PDf R) = sup ( pd(M) : M a finitely generated left R-module, pd(M) < GO 3, 
In 1957 Auslander and Buchsbaum [AB] proved that for a commutative 
local Noetherian ring R, the finitistic global dimension FPD(R) is finite; 
there exist commutative Noetherian rings R with FPD(R) infinite (e.g., [N, 
Appendix Al]). Bass showed [Ba2] that for a commutative Noetherian 
ring R, the Krull dimension of R, Kdim(R), is less than or equal to the 
finitistic global dimension FPD(R); Raynaud and Gruson [RG] proved 
that for a commutative Noetherian ring R, Kdim(R) = FPD(R). 
Finitistic dimension for noncommutative rings is not yet very weI 
understood. When A is a semiprimary ring with (rad(A))‘=O, it is not 
hard to check that lFPD(A) = sup(pd(Z): Z a minimai left ideal with 
pd(Z) < 00 > + 1 and lFPD(A) = 0 when there are no left ideals of finite pro- 
jective dimension, so that when A is a semiprimary ring with (rad(A))* = 0, 
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the finitistic dimension lFPD(A) is always finite. During the late 1950s 
Rosenberg and Zelinsky conjectured that the linitistic dimension of any 
finite dimensional algebra is finite [see Ball, but little progress has been 
made on the conjecture (which is known as the linitistic dimension conjec- 
ture). Mochizuki [M] proved that if A is a semiprimary ring, and if all 
powers of the radical of A, (rad(A))” f or i2 2, have finite left projective 
dimension, then IFPD(A) is finite; Small has noted that an argument 
such as in [S] can be used in this case to show that lFPD(A) < cc if 
merely rpd((rad(A))2) <: co. The finitistic dimension conjecture implies the 
(generalized) Nakayama conjecture (Nakayama conjectured in 1958 that 
any finite dimensional algebra of infinite dominant dimension is quasi- 
Frobenius; for the generalized Nakayama conjecture see [AR]). There has 
been recent progress on the generalized Nakayama conjecture by G. V. 
Wilson [W], and by Fuller and Zimmermann-Huisgen [FZ-H]. Zacharia 
[Z] proved the linitistic dimension conjecture for a class of graded Artin 
algebras. We further remark that we do not know even a semiprimary ring 
of infinite finitistic dimension. We also note that methods for computing 
the linitistic dimension for a ring are rare, except in some special cases such 
as trivial extensions [FGR] and nice subrings of a ring of known finitistic 
dimension [C 1. 
In this paper we will prove the finitistic dimension conjecture for finite 
dimensional algebras which are monomial algebras (also called zero 
relation algebras), a class of nicely graded algebras (which includes those 
over an algebraically closed field with (rad(A))* = 0). Our methods will 
sometimes compute and often give tight (upper and lower) bounds on the 
finitistic dimension of a monomial algebra. Our proof is based on the fact 
that the projective dimension of a left A-module M can be computed using 
Tort(S,, M), where (Sd) are the simple right A-modules; a (minimal) 
projective resolution of the Si has been described (see, e.g., [Al, B, GHZ]) 
which allows us to relate Tor,A(S,, M) to Tor,A+N(Si, M) for suitable N and 
sufficiently large ~1. Hence knowing that To@,!?,, M) is zero for some 
sufficiently large p will allow us to conclude that Tor,A(S,, M) is zero, 
giving as a consequence IFPD(A) < n - 1. 
1. FINITE DIMENSIONAL MONOMIAL ALGEBRAS 
Throughout this paper A will be a basic finite dimensional algebra over 
a field k; we will use the notation and conventions of [AG] which we now 
briefly review. Let r be a directed graph with vertices r,, = (Vi} and arrows 
ri. For DI E r1 let o(a) denote the originating vertex of ~1, and t(a) denote 
the terminating vertex of cr; by a path /I in r we mean a sequence of arrows 
a1 3 ..a, &I, written /I = a, . . . a,, with o(&+i) = t(a,) for 1 d i< m - 1. We 
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extend the functions o and t to paths by defining o(p) = o(ai) and t(P) = 
t(a,). Let 3 be the set of all paths in Z; we regard each vertex as a path 
of length 0 with t(ui) = ~$0~) = ui, so Z, E B. The path algebra kT of Z over 
k is the k-vector space with basis the set B, and multiplication given by 
fi . y = by if t(P) = o(y) and /I. y = 0 otherwise, and extending bilinearly over 
kS. As a familiar example recall that for the graph 15 2 “i, . . . 3 n, 
the path algebra kT is isomorphic to the ring 7’,(k) of upper triangular 
n x II matrices over k. 
Next, let p be a set of relations in kr; we note that if k is an algebraically 
closed field then any finite dimensional k-algebra A is isomorphic to 
kT/(p), where (p) is the two-sided ideal of kF’ generated by a set of 
relations p in kI’. A monomial algebra is a ring of the form kTJ(p), where 
(p) is the ideal of kr generated by a set of relations p which are 
monomials. We will assume that each relation of p is a path of length 
at least two, and that p is minimal (i.e., no proper subpath of any BE p 
is in p). As an example, again take Z as 13 2 “1, . . . a,-! n and 
p = {paths of length 2) = {aiai+ 1 >, then kT/(p) N T,(k)/(rad T,(k))2, a 
ring known to have global dimension n - 1 [ENN]. Henceforth we let 
A = kr/( p ) be a monomial algebra which is a basic finite dimensional 
k-algebra. 
Aside from providing examples of finite dimensional algebras in which 
computations are generally relatively easy, monomial algebras form an 
important class of algebras because associated with a ring S = kT/( p > 
(where B is well ordered and p is a set of relations which are linear com- 
binations of elements in B - Z,) there is a monomial algebra A called “the 
associated monomial algebra” ([see A2, AG] ). It is sometimes the case 
that properties of S can be deduced from the ring A ([see Al, A2, AG]); 
for example [AG], gldim Sg gldim A. Here we will show that the 
lFPD(A) can be arbitrarily smaller than lFPD(S). 
When A = kT/(p ) is a finite dimensional monomial algebra, clearly 
both Z, and Zr are finite sets; let n denote the cardinality of Z,,. It is also 
easy to see that if p is assumed to be minimal (no element of p is a subpath 
of any other element of p), then p is finite. Indeed, if the index of nilpotency 
of rad(A) is Z, then all paths of length 1 are in Z= (p). Let 1= (all paths 
of length I>. Since kI’/(?*) is finite dimensional, Z can be generated by 
3, u p’, where p’ is a finite set of monomials. Since p E (A u p’), p is finite. 
Let J(kr) be the ideal in kT generated by all paths of length one. Then 
rad(A) = J(kT)/(p), and as R-modules, A = R @ J(A), where R = nl= I k. 
For each vertex USE Z, there is associated an idempotent eiE A and a 
simple right A-module Si N e,A/rad(e,A); we will call Si the simple (right) 
A-module associated to vi. There is an algorithm for computing a 
(minimal) projective resolution of each Si; equivalent formulations can be 
found in [AG, B, Al, A2, GHZ] (the middle three references treat only 
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the one vertex case, but there are no real difficulties in extending to more 
vertices), and we will follow the approach of [AG]. The resolution of the 
S,‘s involves the obstruction sets r,, called m - 1 chains, which essentially 
are minimal strings involving m - 1 overlaps of the relations p. We have 
defined r, and ri ; let r, = p. Let A4 = {p E B: no subpath of p lies in p}. 
Recursively we define the set of m chains r, + i for m > 2 as follows: an 
01 EB is called an m prechain if a = PSr, where /I E r,,-,, /IS E r,, 
z E M- rO, and 6r contains a subpath which is in r,. An m prechain 
is called an m chain if no proper initial subpath is an m prechain; in 
this case r is called the tail of the m chain and 6r contains a right 
terminal subpath which is in r,. We note [AG, Lemma 2.61 that any m 
chain /I (m 3 0) can be factored uniquely as /I = pi p2, where pi E r,; the 
second factor /& always belongs to M- r,. In the example kT/( p ) z 
T,(k)/(rad T,(k))2 considered above r2 = {a1a2, .. . . aiai+l, . . . . a,-,a,- 1}, 
r, = {aiai+,ai+z , .-, > rPz-I= {a,a,~~~a,-,}, and r,=d for k3n. 
Once the sets r;, have been constructed, let r; be the set of m - 1 
chains which originate at vi. Let kFm denote a k vector space with basis 
r,,,. By viewing kr,,, as a vector subspace of kI’, we see that kI’, is actually 
an R = A/rad(A) - bimodule. Thus kTk = e,(kT,) and kI’L OR A 1: 
@h-;,ercPj A is a well-defined projective right A-module. Define the maps 
6,:kT:,@RA+kTf+1@RA for ma1 by defining Sj(PORut&= 
pi OR p2, where p = /Ii/I2 with /Ii E rk_ I (as above), and extending in the 
usual way to krkOR A. Note that krkOR A 1: e,A, and let &, be the 
canonical homomorphism 6,: e,A -+ e,A/e, rad(A). Then we have the 
following (minimal) projective resolution of Si = e,A/e, rad(A): 
. ..-kr.ORAai,kTIORA~Si---tO. (*I 
In the example above with A = T,(k)/(rad T,(k))*, we see that this 
sequence correctly shows that gldim A = n - 1. 
Our interest here is primarily in rings of infinite global dimension. 
Consider the following example. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let r be the directed graph 
with relations p = (al a*, 2 3, a a a,b, bb}. Then kT/(p) 1: B/(rad(B))2 for 
B= with S= k[x]/(x’). 
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It is easy to see that r3 = (a1u2u3, a2a3b, a,bb, bbb), and for n&4 r,= 
(ala2a3bne3, a2a3bn-‘, a3bnp1, b”}, and so clearly kr/(p) has infinite 
global dimension. Since (rad(A))2 = 0, one can compute that lFPD(A) = 3. 
To consider rFPD(A) for A 
the following example. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let r be 
in Example 1.1, consider lFPD(A) for A in 
with p = {bb, ba,, ala2, a2u3>. Then r,, = {b”, b”-‘al, b”-‘ala2, 
b”-3a,a2a,) for n 2 3. One computes that lFPD(A) = 0. 
If one generalizes these examples to n vertices, letting r be the graph 
and p = {paths of length 2}, one obtains a finite dimensional monomial 
algebra A with rFPDA(A) = 0 and lFPD(A) = II - 1 (when n = 2 the ring 
A is Small’s example [JL, Example 2.21). The results of the next two 
sections will be illustrated using this example. 
2. UPPER BOUNDS ON lFPD(A). 
In this section we will produce upper bounds on lFPD(A) for A a finite 
dimensional monomial algebra; these bounds will show that lFPD(A) is 
finite. The bounds that we give are easy to compute and can be sharp. We 
will conclude with examples which show that graded algebras related to an 
arbitrary finite dimensional algebra R can have linitistic dimensions less 
than the finitistic dimension of R. 
We begin with a technical lemma. Fix a vertex uI. Write Tjl+i = 
{/?,aii: ieI, jEJi), where pi are distinct elements of f ‘,. Let Ui = 
k(p,a,:jEJi)ORA for each i, and note that kTf,+,QRA= oicl Ui. Let 
M be a left A-module. Then kTj, + 1 QR A QA M= 6, UiOA A4, and 
S n+lQl:krf,+l @,A@aM+kT;@RA@AM. 
LEMMA 2.1. ker(S,+, 0 I) = @iElker(S,+i 0 II,,,) (where I 
indicates restriction). 
Proo$ If x = xi, j PiqQR ufCa,lj@A rnii for x E ker(S,+ I 0 i), then 
(S,+,@l)(x)=O, SO Ci,jbi@RClg@Am,=O, and hence ~jPi@R~~O~ 
m,j=Oforeachi.Therefore~j~i~ijOR~t(a,)ORmiiEker(S,+,OlI,,,). I 
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Note that (6,+,01)(UiOM)ck(ai)ORA0,M. 
The following theorem will be used to obtain upper bounds on lFPD(A). 
The theorem says that if there is a nonnegative integer c such that for each 
c - 1 chain w E I’,, there exists a sufficiently large integer IZ and an II - 1 
chain w’ E r, such that w extends to a c chain in exactly the same ways that 
w’ extends to an n chain, then when M is a left A-module with pd(M) < co, 
it follows that pd(,M) 6 c. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that A is a monomial algebra and c is such that 
for each w ET,, given any N there exist n 3 N and w’ ET,, such that 
waErc+l if and only if w’a E r,, + 1 for CI a path. Hence if M is a left 
A-module with pd(,M) < co, then pd(, M) < c. 
Before proving the theorem, we illustrate it with Examples 1.1 and 1.2 
considered earlier. 
In Example 1.1 the integer c = 3 satisfies the condition of the theorem. 
The 2 chain ala2a3 extends to a 3 chain only by appending the arrow b; 
also w’ = a, a2a3 b” - 3 E r,, extends to an element of r, + 1 only by append- 
ing the arrow b. Hence w’ = aIaza3bn-’ extends to an IZ chain exactly the 
same ways w = a, a2a3 extends to a 3 chain. Similarly for w = a,a, b take 
w’ = a2 a3 bne2, for w = a3 bb take w’ = a3 b”- I, and for w = bbb take w’ = b”. 
Note that c = 2 does not satisfy the condition of the theorem, since a, a2 
extends to r3 by appending a3, but for n > 3 no element of r, extends to 
an element of r, + I by appending an a3. However, putting the loop at the 
left end, as in example 1.2, changes the computation. Now c = 0 satisfies the 
condition of Theorem 2.2: w = a1 extends to r1 exactly the same ways that 
w’ = b” extends to r, + I (namely by appending an a, or a b), w = v2 extends 
to ri exactly the same ways that w’ = b”-lal extends to rR+ 1 (namely by 
appending an a2), and w= v3 extends to r1 exactly the same ways that 
w’ = b”- ‘a2 extends to r, + 1 (namely by appending an a3). 
These examples can be generalized to produce an easy example of a finite 
dimensional algebra whose right and left finitistic dimensions differ by an 
arbitrary finite positive integer. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let A be given by 
1-%2-f.?+ . . . a”ll:n-%n+la”+!n+2---+ ...!!!L$n+m+l 
I t w 6 
with p = (paths of length 2). Then it can be shown using Theorem 2.2 that 
rFPD(A) = m and lFPD(A) = n. 1 
The reader should note that Theorem 2.2 gives bounds on the projective 
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dimension of a left A-module using the resolution of the right simple 
A-module Si. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let pd(ih4) = p and fix a vertex vI. To compute 
Tort, ,(S,, M), take the resolution (*) of S,, delete SI, tensor over A with 
M, and compute the homology at the middle of the following complex: 
It suffices to take XE ker(b,+, Q 1) and show that x is in the image of 
6 C+2Q 1. By Lemma 2.1, there is no loss of generality in writing x = 
~iP~iQ~rcRi,Qm, for PET: and /%q~r~+~. Then 0=(6,+,Ql)(x)= 
CPOaiOmi=CPOv,(p)Oajmi=PO(Cv,(p,Oajrn,), so COt(~)Oa,mt 
=0 in AQAM, and thus Ccl,m,=O. 
By hypothesis there exists an IZ > p and a vertex v,, such that given any 
WET:, there exists w’Erl, such that WCXE~‘,,, if and only if w’a~r;+~. 
Let p’ E r; be a chain so associated to p, and let xi = C P’EiQ v,(,) 0 FUR E
kc,1 QRAQAM. Now (6,+,Ql)(x’)-~~‘Q~~~~~Qcr,rn,=~Qv,~~,,Q 
(C qm,) = 0. Since Tort+ l(Sr, M) = 0, there exists y’ E kTL,., OR A QA M 
with (6,+,Q l)(y’) = x’. Since, as in Lemma 2.1, (6,+,Q l)(UiQM)c_ 
k(j3,)QR AQa M for each i, we can write y’ as y’=Ci,/B’aiyijQvt(YB)Q 
mV. Since (a,,, 0 l)(y) = (6,+2 0 l)Ei,jP’aiYzj Q ‘t(yg) Q mQ) = 
Cj,jP’aiQYgQm,i = Ci~‘aiQvt(ai)Q(CjYijm~)=x’=C~~‘ajQv~(~~)Qmi~ 
we have cj vrCXiJ Q yiimti= v,(,~)Q m, for each i. Note that since 
B’%YijErL+2, each j3~~y~~rt.+~. 
yekI-;,+2QR AQ, M. Now 
Let Y=Ci,ipaiyiiQu,(,,,,Qmij; note that 
(6 ,+,Q~)(Y)=C~,~B~,QY~Q~~=C~P~~Q 
CCj it 0 ~qmg) = Ci pai 0 ‘Jt(ai) Q mi = X* 
Thus we have shown that Torf, ,(S,, M) = 0 for all vertices vI.m Since A 
is Artin, pd(M) =fd(M), so to show pd(M) B c, it suffices to show that 
Torf, ,(U, M) = 0 for all right A-modules U. Since Tor commutes wit 
direct limits, without loss of generality we can assume that U is finitely 
generated and hence of finite composition length. Since Torf, ;(S1, M) = 0 
for all simple modules S,, an induction on composition length shows that 
Torf+,(U, M)=O. m 
We next show that for a finite dimensional monomial algebra A sucla a 
nonnegative integer c must always exist. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let A be a finite dimensional monomial algebra with 
vertices (vl, v2, . . . . v,> and relations { pl, . . . . p,]. Let d be the number of 
tails of 2 prechains which can overlap with a relation (i.e., a terminal segment 
of the tail of the 2 prechain is an initial segment of a relation). Then 
lFPD(A) 6 d + 3. Hence the IFPD of a finite dimensional monomial algebra 
is finite. 
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ProoJ: Fix a vertex v,, and let N be an arbitrary positive integer. Let 
wEriforSad+3. Write ~=t~t~...t~-~ withBi=totl...ti_,Erifor i= 
2 , .a-, s. Note that pi = /?- 1 ti- i for i= 3, . . . . s. The pi’s are the chains and 
the ti’s are the tails which occur in the recursive construction of w. 
Consider Bi+1=Piti=Pi-lti-lti=Pi-2ti-2ti--lti. Since fii~rf, ti--Z=uz, 
where zti- 1 E r,. Similarly since pi+ 1 E r:+ 1, tip 1 = xy, where yti E r,. 
Hence zti-l ti is a 2 prechain with tail ti. Since s> d+ 3, ti= tj for some 
j>ia2. Let Q= tit1 ... tj and let w’= tot, ..-ti(a)e tj+l . . . t,+,. Note that 
w’ is a chain since w is a chain (all the required minimality conditions 
hold) and w’E~~+~,-,~~~-~~ =ri, wherep=s+(e-l)(j-ii). Chooseeso 
that p > N. Note that w’ has the same tail as w and hence extends to an 
element of r:, + 1 in exactly the same ways that w extends to an element of 
%I. Therefore c = d+ 3 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.2. Hence by 
Theorem 2.2 lFPD(A) < c = d+ 3. 0 
We note that each terminal subpath of a tail of a 2 prechain is an 
element of M- rO, hence a basis element of A. Therefore this bound on 
lFPD(A) is less than dim, A + 2. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let A be a finite dimensional monomial algebra with m 
relations in p = r,, and let L be the Loewy length of A. Then lFPD(A) < 
m(L-1)+3. 
Proof, If y E r,, then the length of y is less than or equal to L, and thus 
y has at most L- 1 proper right terminal subpaths. Hence the total 
number of tails of 2 prechains is at most m(L - 1). 1 
Remark. Theorem 2.4 [GHZ] is not exactly correct as stated and 
proved (the difficulty is that while the ti’s in the proof of Corollary 2.4 
above are tails of 2 prechains, they are not necessarily tails of 2 chains). 
The above Corollary 2.4 can be viewed as a correction to Theorem 2.4 
[GHZ]. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let A be given by 1 *i, 2 “1, . . . a,-! n with the set of 
relations p = {all paths of length two}(i.e., A z T,(k)/(rad T,(k))2). Then 
gldim A = n - 1 and d= n - 4 because the 2 prechains are aI a2a3, 
a2a3a4, ..,, an-3an-2an--1. The tails of 2 prechains which can be overlaps 
of relations are a3, a4, . . . . anp2. Hence, in this example, the bound of 
Corollary 2.4 is sharp. 
The next example shows that the linitistic dimension of the associated 
monomial algebra can be arbitrarily smaller than the tinitistic dimension of 
the algebra; as noted earlier, this cannot be the case for global dimension. 
The justification of the example depends on the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let A be a Noetherian ring and let x be a central non-zero- 
divisor in rad(A). Then lfPD(A/xA) = lfPD(A) - 1. 
ProojI This follows from [S, Lemma 1’; R, Theorem 9.321; and the 
proof of [R, Corollary 9.381. 1 
EXAMPLE 2.8. Let D be a DVR with maximal ideal (x). Consider the 
following valued quiver [see WR]: 
The path order A corresponding to this quiver is the matrix ring 
A E M,(D), 
D D D DD 
(xl D D DD 
A = (x2) (x) D DD 
(x2) (x2) (x) D D 
(x2) (x2) (~‘1 (x) D 
(the i, jth entry of A is x”~, where vii is the minimum value of a path from 
i to j; the quiver of A is the original quiver). It is known that gldim R = 4. 
Let A = AjxA. Note that A is a finite dimensional k = D/(x)-algebra with 
the same quiver. Since each indecomposable projective left A-module P has 
vector space dimension 5, each simple A-module Si must have infinite 
projective dimension. By Lemma 2.7 gldim A - 1 = 3 = rfPD(A) = lfPD(A). 
Then A can be represented as kT/( p ), where r and p are 
P z (aibi, biai, b,bzbl, bz+bsbz, a2a3a4c, a4cala2, cala2a3, a3a4c - b2bl, 
adcal -b,b2, ca,a,-b,b,} 
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(e.g., a,bI is a relation since it is a path from 1 to 1 of value 1, and the 
minimal path from has value 0, so a, b, E xn). We use the usual (alphabeti- 
cal) total order on the arrows, and hence on paths. Then in the associated 
monomial algebra [see AG for details on obtaining the associated 
monomial algebra], r,= (a,bi, b,ai, b b b b b b a a c adcal, cula2). 3 2 1, 4 3 29 3 4 3 
The c in Theorem 2.2 can be taken to be 2 because if w E r2 begins with a, 
(w=aiu), then we can take w’=a,(b,a,)‘u; if w begins with bj (w= b,u), 
then we can take w’= bj(aibi)‘u; and if w=cala2, then we can take 
w’= ca,a,(b,a,)’ (where in each case I is sufficiently large). Hence 
lFPD(associated monomial algebra) < 2, and so lFPD(associated 
monomial algebra) < lfPD(A) < IFPD(A). 
We note that by taking II x n matrices we have lfPD(A) =y1-2 and 
lFPD(associated monomial algebra) < 2, where the valued quiver is given 
below: 
For an Artin algebra R gldim(R) < gldim(Gr R), where Gr R is the 
associated graded ring with respect to the radical filtration [NV]. The 
following example shows that this is not the case for finitistic dimension. 
EXAMPLE 2.9. Let r be the directed graph 
a1 
and let p= (a2al, a,~,-aala,a,}. Let R=kI’/(p). Onecan directly com- 
pute that gldim(R) = 3. Note that the associated monomial algebra has 
r2 = (+cz~, a, aSa,}, so I’, = 0 for n > 4, and hence the global dimension 
of the associated monomial algebra is 3. 
One can check that (rad(R))6 = 0, and by directly computing G = Gr R, 
the associated graded ring determined by the radical filtration, find that 
GrkT/(ala2, a2al, a1a3a4a1). One can show that pdG (S,)= 1 (or 
Proposition 3.2 below can be used to show that pd(GeI/Ga,) = l), and that 
c = 1 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.2. Therefore lFPD(G) = 1. 
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3. LOWER BOUNDS ON lFPD(A) 
We next produce lower bounds on lFPD(A); we give examples to show 
that these lower bounds can sometimes equal the upper bound of the 
previous section, and sometimes differ from it considerably. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let t be the tail of a word w = at E r:, and let I= At. 
Then Tort- ,(Si, I) # 0, so pd(Ae,/At) > n, where ej is the idempotent 
associated to the terminal vertex of t. 
Prooj To compute Tort_ 1 ( Si, I) consider the complex 
kTj,Q~AQaI~kT:,_,Q,AQAI * kr;-,QR AQa I. 
Note that rxQ 1 Q t E ker(b,- 1 Q 1); we claim that aQ 1 Q t is not in the 
image of 6,Q 1. Suppose that a0 1 Q t = (6,Q 1)(x, &,QeiQa,t) = 
Cr%QeiQt,a,t for a,.EA and at,Erk; then t=C t,a,t. There is no loss 
in generality in assuming that no subsum has this property, and that each 
a, is a basis element of A. Since no subsum has this property, each t,a,t 
is nonzero. Since A is a monomial algebra, each t,.ar t is a constant times 
a basis element, and for r # Z, t,.ar # tla, (for if t,a, = t,a[, then without loss 
of generality t, is a proper initial segment of tl, and then cct, is an n - 1 
prechain which is not an 12 - 1 chain). Hence the sum C t,a,t consists of 
only one term, and t,al t = t implies that t, aI $ rad(kI’), contradicting the 
fact that at, E r,. Therefore Torf_ I(S, I) ~‘0 and pd(Aej/At) > n. 11 
In general, the module At can have infinite projective dimension. The 
proposition below gives conditions under which it has finite projective 
dimension. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that: 
(1) t is a tail of a word in r,. 
(2) t is not a tail in rntr for r 3 1. 
(3) No initial segment of t is a tail in r, + r for r z 0. 
Then pd(At) = n - 1 and pd(Aej/At) = n. 
Proof. By the previous proposition pd(At) B n - 1, so it suffices to show 
that Tor;;‘(S,, At) = 0 for any simple right module SI. Consider the complex 
Let x E ker(b, Q 1); by Lemma 2.1 there is no loss in generality in assuming 
that x=C@,Qe,Qa,t, where /?a,ori, bErL-I, and that each a, is a 
basis element. Then (6,Q1)(x)=0=~/?QuQcx,ait=~QuQ~a,ait, so 
2 cl,a,t = 0. 
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First suppose that there is a term cl,a,t=O; then some subpath of a,a,t 
is a relation in A. If the relation overlaps t then t = t’t”, where 
j3qait’Erfr+l, contradicting the hypotheses. Hence if aiait =O, then 
cliai = 0. 
Next suppose that there is a term quit # 0. Then there must be some j
for which ajujt is a scalar multiple of quit. Then without loss of generality 
ai is a proper initial segment of “j; in this case fiolj is only an IZ - 1 prechain, 
and not an n - 1 chain. Hence there are no terms for which aiui t # 0, and 
thus cliui = 0 for each i. Write each cliai = aiuiu:l so that /&,a: E rf, + 1. Then 
(6,+ 1 @ l)(C &a; @ uiQ ai’t) =x. Hence Tor,A(S,, At) = 0. It follows that 
Tor;f( U, At) = 0 for each right A-module U. 1 
Consider Example 1.1. Applying Proposition 3.2 with t = u3 and IZ = 3 
gives 3 <lFPD(A); Theorem 2.2 gave IFPD(A) < 3, so our upper and 
lower bounds can sometimes compute lFPD(A). 
It is often the case that Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 3.2 together deter- 
mine lFPD(A) to within 1. Let n > 2 be the maximal integer such that there 
is a word w E r, with a tail t, which is not a tail in r,+ r for r z 1; then c = 
n + 1 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.2, and if t satisfies condition (3) 
of Proposition 3.2, then y1,< lFPD(A) < 12 + 1. We give two examples below 
in which the lower bound differs from the upper bound; in Example 3.3 
lFPD(A) is the upper bound, and in Example 3.4 lFPD(A) is the lower 
bound. We present Example 3.5 to show that the lower bound and the 
upper bound can differ by more than 1 (here t does not satisfy condi- 





p = {ub, bc, bd, g2, &, fd, 12, lh, hc}. 
I 
f 5 
Note that ub E r,, but b is not a tail in r2+r for r 2 1; n = 3 is the smallest 
integer satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.2 (n =2 does not work 
because there is no w’ corresponding to w = ab). We claim that 
lFPD(A) = 3 since lannih,,, (c + d) = Ab and lannih,,, Ab = Aa N Ae, 




p = {ab, bc, c2, d2 > cd, de). 
d 
Again ab E r,, but b is not a tail in r, + r for r > 1, so 2 < lFPD(A); further- 
more c = 3 is the smallest integer satisfying Theorem 2.2, so lFPD(A) d 3. 
We claim that lFPD(A) = 2. Suppose that pd(M) < co; we will show that 
Tor:(S,, M) = 0 for i = 1,2, 3. The proof of Theorem 2.2 applies directly to 
the cases i = 2,3; we compute the homology for the case i = 1. Consider the 
complex 
Let XE ker(&@ 1); thus x= abc@vQm with cm =O. We know that 
Torf(S,, M) = 0. Since (6, @ l)(abcc @ u @ m) = abc Q v @ cm = 0, there 
must exist m,, m,EM such that (6,@ l)(abccc@v@m, +abccd@v@m,) 
=abccOvQm; thus m=cm,+dm,. Hence (6,Ql)(abcc@v@m,+ 
abcd@v@m,)=x and Tor$(S,, M)=O. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. 
h h2 h3 hn 
P = (wl, albla2, h,bl, a2b2as, h2b2, a$iai+l, hibiz AT}. 
Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 3.2 give bounds 2 < lFPD(A) < n + 1. 
We conclude by remarking that we were initially optimistic that the sorts 
of methods used in Section 2 would handle the finitistic dimension conjec- 
ture in general. In the general case there exists a projective resolution of 
each Si analogous to (*) [see A2 or AG], and one would hope that one 
could relate the homology of the complex (* *) to the homology “farther 
out” in the sequence. Unfortunately the maps 6 @ 1 are defined recursively 
in the general case, and we have been unable to prove any predictable 
cyclic type behavior. 
After this work was completed, the authors received a paper “Syzygy 
pairs in a monomial algebra” by K. Igusa and D. Zacharia which contains 
other results on the finitistic dimension of monomial algebras. 
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